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EvaSys Jupyter Notebooks Questionnaire

Cocher : Veuillez utiliser un stylo ou un marqueur fin. Ce questionnaire sera traité automatiquement.

Corriger: Remplissez complètement la case faussement cochée, puis cochez votre nouveau choix.

1. Please give us your opinion on the notebook

Strongly agree
Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

No opinion
1.1 It was easy for me to use the notebook

(access the notebook, execute the cells,
etc.).

1.2 I found the notebook well structured.
1.3 I found the text in the notebook clear.
1.4 The visualizations in the notebook

helped me to understand the concepts.
1.5 It was easy for me to make sense of the

visualizations.
1.6 Being able to modify the code was useful

for me to understand.
1.7 I found the quantity of code in the

notebook well adapted (if not, please
comment in the box below).

1.8 I found the ratio between theory and
exercises in the notebook well adapted.

1.9 The exercises in the notebooks helped
me deepen my understanding.

1.10 I took manuscript notes of my answers to the exercises.
1.11 I took notes of my answers directly in 
         the notebook.
1.12 Overall, I think that the notebook helped

me learn the concepts addressed.
1.13 Overall, I think that the notebook helped

me understand how Python can be 
used to analyse experimental data.

1.14 The elements or features of the notebook which I found the most helpful to understand the concepts are:

Please turn over.

Cocher : Veuillez utiliser un stylo ou un marqueur fin. Ce questionnaire sera traité automatiquement.

Corriger: Remplissez complètement la case faussement cochée, puis cochez votre nouveau choix.
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EvaSys Jupyter Notebooks Questionnaire

1. Please give us your opinion on the notebook   [suite]
1.15 If there was anything to change or to further develop in the notebook, I would suggest:

1.16 My overall comments and thoughts about my experience with the notebook today are:

2. Please let us know about your prior experience
Prior to my experience today:

2.1 I had already used Jupyter Notebooks like this
one before (whether in a course or outside).

never a few times quite regularly

2.2 I had already programmed in Python    
         before (whether in a course or outside)

never a few times quite regularly

2.3 I was already familiar with the concepts
introduced in the notebook before.

not at all familiar relatively familiar very familiar

Thank you for your help!
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